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Review of The Morphy
Richards Digital Radio 27024
By Chris Mackerell, Wellington, New Zealand

I have recently purchased the latest European DRM receiver, the Morphy Richards
Digital Radio Model 27024. This is the first off-the-shelf DRM receiver to become available
to the consumer market. In Europe the receiver retails for around €200, plus shipping, and
is available from several online merchants. I purchased my example from German DRM
specialists SAT-Service Schneider (http://www.sat-schneider.de/) and it arrived with their
usual German efficiency.
The receiver covers longwave, mediumwave, shortwave, FM, and DAB bands.
DRM reception is available on the long, medium and shortwave frequencies. DRM is
implemented as a separate band in parallel to the normal AM bands, rather than as a
separate mode, which makes it somewhat difficult to switch quickly between AM & DRM
reception modes. SSB reception is not available. DAB coverage included both Band III (174
- 239 MHz currently being tested in Auckland & Wellington) and L band (1.4 GHz) coverage,
but only supports MP3 encoding, not the up-and-coming AAC SBR encoding of the new
DAB+ standard that is planned for NZ.
Inside, the receiver uses a RadioScape (http://www.radioscape.com) digital
receiver module which seems to look a bit lonely inside the big black plastic case. There
are dual speakers, which provide good quality audio, reminding me of the sound of some
of the better large Grundig & Nordmende portables of years gone by. As supplied from
the factory, the receiver is designed to operate only from a plug-pack mains adapter due
to the high power requirements (700mA @ 9V), however, SAT-Service Schneider offer a
modification kit that lowers the power use and adds a rechargeable battery pack inside
the receiver. The kit also replaces the small factory fitted telescopic antenna with a much
larger one that seems to work really well.
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Inside the Receiver
On the back of the receiver there is a USB computer connector, though at this
stage there do not appear to be any drivers or application software publicly available to
make use of it. I hopefully plugged in my computer, and the radio showed up as a digital
radio module, but USB drivers are nowhere to be found. There are also line in/out and
speaker plugs on the back.

Rear panel on the Receiver
The designer of this radio likes bright lights! The on/off switch, located on the top left,
contains an ultra-bright LED. It shines out like a red laser beam when the radio is off,
changing to a blue laser beam when turned on! Dominating the front of the radio is a large
bright blue/red backlit LCD display. When the radio is not in use this displays the time. The
radio can function as a dual-alarm clock radio, though it does tend to light up the bedroom.
The backlighting of the main display can be turned off, but there appears to be nothing you
can do about the on/off switch. The clock can automatically set itself from the time service
of an FM station running RDS.
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The first time you turn the radio on it performs
an auto search of the FM and DAB bands, and checks
all DRM frequencies listed in its internal database,
looking for stations. It only finds FM stations that
are using the RDS data service to transmit station
identification. As expected, here in Tawa this initial
auto search produced very few stations, just a couple
of the main FM stations.
As soon as you start trying to use this radio
you come to realise how much it is designed for
digital broadcasting. Manual tuning is extremely
awkward. The tuning knob is very small and requires
much frantic twisting of the little selector knob to
That bright light
move up & down the dial. This is made worse by
the radios habit of resetting the manual tuning to
the start of each band at power-on.
This means that to tune any shortwave frequency you have to wind that little knob
all the way up from the start of the longwave band! For this sort of tuning the knob is an
ergonomic nightmare. You cannot toggle between AM/DRM modes on the fly. I find this
annoying as when I’m hunting for DRM signals I generally do that in AM mode, then switch
to DRM mode once I come across the DRM hash. Tuning on the shortwave bands is limited
to 5 kHz steps. Thankfully once you’ve found your favourite stations you can store them into
the receivers’ database for future use.
The radio is very much
designed to be tuned from the
internal database of stations.
Once you have a few stations
stored tuning becomes a
simple matter of gently turning
the tuning knob, bring up your
“Favourite list”. Turn the knob
more and it steps through the list.
Once you’ve picked your station,
press the knob in gently and
you’re tuned.
The radio can also link
together frequencies carrying
The Favourites List
the same station across all the
bands.
This is not much use here in NZ, but in Europe it would allow automatic selection
of, for instance, RTL Luxembourg on DRM shortwave, DAB, or FM with one click, with the
radio working out which band and frequency is best of those available at the time.
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On one end there is an SD memory card slot. You have to provide your own SD
RAM card, but once you have you can directly record the digital audio streams from DRM
& DAB stations. Unfortunately it does not allow you to record AM or FM stations. DAB
recordings are stored as MP3 files, DRM ones as AAC. DRM recordings appear to use
some non-standard file header that prevents playback on a computer. However they play
back ok on the radio itself. All recordings are time stamped and stored with the station
details. Up to 12 unattended timer recordings can be programmed in. You can also load
music MP3 files onto a card and use the radio as an MP3 player. The backlighting on the
LCD display turns bright red when you are recording.

SD Memory
Card Slot

As a general coverage shortwave receiver this radio is basically useless, due
to the awkward manual tuning arrangements. This is a pity, because in terms of signal
pulling power it actually seems to be quite good. I have been pleasantly surprised at some
of the DRM reception I have been able to receive sitting in my lounge, using just the whip
antenna. The French service of RTL on 5990 kHz, Radio Netherlands Dutch Wereldomroep
service on 7240 kHz, and DW Radio on 13810 kHz from Sines in Portugal have all provided
good indoor reception. With the start of the A07 schedule, DW Radio on 9780 kHz from 04:
00-06:00 UTC via Taldom in Russia is providing armchair stereo DRM reception with just the
telescopic antenna. Some of this DW Radio reception is especially impressive because it is
in stereo.
The radio performs very well as a general radio for listening to local AM & FM
stations, and to your favourite shortwave frequencies (once you have programmed them
in!).
I have had little time to test the DAB capabilities of the radio, however I can confirm
that it does receive the Kordia DAB trial currently running in the Wellington CBD. Reception
seems rather poor, though I am not sure if it is the trial or the radio to blame. I was unable to
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get unbroken reception of RNZ Concert on the DAB multiplex in the centre of Wellington.
Overall, I would rate this radio as a good first attempt at a consumer-level DRMcapable digital radio. There are some operating ergonomics to sort out, and it would
be nice to be able to control & program the radio via the USB port. I’m sure there are
a few enthusiastic people just waiting for USB drivers to become available so they can
“customise” their radios! The styling of the receiver is not going to be to everyone’s tastes,
but others will find it “cool”.
Morphy Richards gets a tick from me for bringing this receiver to market.
There is a Yahoo Group for people interested in this radio at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/mrdrmradio and more about the Digital Radio initiative at
http://www.digitalradiodr.com/ and on my own website at http://www.digitalradio.co.nz.
More information about DRM can be found at http://www.drmrx.org/ and
http://www.drm.org/
Chris Mackerell <chris@radiodx.com>
March 2007
Thanks Chris an excellent article and your website http://www.digitalradio.co.nz./ is very
interesting. (Chief Editor)
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